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Magnetic monopoles have stimulated a great amount of theoretical
and experimental interest since their prediction by Dirac in 1931. To date, their
presence has evaded detection in high energy experiments despite intensive
efforts. Recently, entities that mimic magnetic monopoles have been observed in
bulk and planar frustrated materials known as spin-ice materials, and artificial
spin-ice materials, respectively. In this paper we discuss the formation of
these so-called monopole defects within a cobalt honeycomb artificial spin-ice
lattice. Experimental results and micromagnetic simulations show that monopole
defects of opposite sign are created at the boundaries of the lattice, and move
in opposing directions. Discrepancies between simulations and experimental
results demonstrate the importance of quenched disorder. Furthermore, we show
that controlled edge nucleated monopole defect formation can be realized with
the use of soft magnetic injection pads, which is a very promising development
for technological applications based upon magnetic charge.
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1. Introduction

Spin-ice materials were first discovered in 1997 and have enabled detailed studies of the physics
of frustration [1]. These materials consist of moments on corner-sharing tetrahedra, each of
which points along its local Ising axis along the [111] direction. The moments cannot satisfy
all nearby pair-wise interactions, leading to frustration and a minimum energy configuration
of the system when two spins point in and two point out of the center of the tetrahedra, a
configuration known as ‘ice rules’ due to its similarities to bonding in water ice [2]. Apart
from providing a clean system to study frustration, these materials have recently been shown
to support exotic excitations where the magnetic properties are found to fractionalize. The
emergent quasiparticles carry magnetic charge and no magnetic moment and their interactions
are described by a simple magnetic Coulomb’s law, and so are considered to be magnetic
monopoles [3]. There is now overwhelming evidence that these monopoles do indeed exist
in spin-ice materials and their study may lead to clues about the dynamics of fundamental
monopoles in the early universe, or stimulate the design of exotic magnetoelectronic devices
based upon magnetic charge. Unfortunately, the study of magnetic monopoles and the string
connecting them in these three-dimensional (3D) systems is not straightforward and typically
requires neutron or muon experiments below 1 K [4]. Furthermore, the use of macroscopic
scattering experiments means that the study of individual monopole creation events and
dynamics is challenging, if not impossible. An alternative system to study frustration is artificial
spin-ice [5]. Artificial spin-ice materials are 2D structures fabricated using standard sputtering
and electron-beam lithography techniques. An example of such a structure that has been studied
is the honeycomb lattice made of Co or NiFe [6, 7]. The bar dimensions in these structures are
sufficiently small to ensure single domain behavior, but large enough to have a stable magnetic
moment at room temperature. The ice rules in this system are manifest when two spins point
into a vertex and one out (2-in/1-out), or one spin points into a vertex and two out (1-in/2-out).
We have recently shown that through the use of a particular magnetic field history [6], 2D
monopole defects can be created in artificial spin-ice honeycomb nanostructures made from
cobalt and be seen to propagate with increments to the field. Unlike the equivalents in bulk
spin-ice, these monopole defects are created as domain walls of magnetic charge ±2q, and flow
through a charge ordered background of ±q. The arrival of a +2q domain wall upon a +q vertex
leads to +3q monopole defect (where three spins point into a vertex), and the resulting structure
has no net dipole moment. A similar situation is evident for −2q domain walls arriving on a −q
vertex, creating a −3q monopole defect (where three spins point out).
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In this paper we examine the process by which monopole defects form in Co honeycomb
structures. Using micromagnetic simulations we explore the transverse domain wall switching
process that leads to the formation of monopole defects and compare these against experiments.
In this system it is clear that quenched disorder plays an important role. By using information
gained on the switching process, we are able to show how reproducible monopole defect capture
may be realized.
2. Method

Samples were fabricated by sputtering 20 nm thick Co thin films followed by standard e-beam
lithography and ion-beam milling. The growth rate was calibrated and the thickness was also
confirmed by vibrating sample magnetometry of the unprocessed film. After fabrication of the
honeycomb, the sample features were checked by SEM to ensure the pattern was of good quality.
The individual bars on the honeycomb had dimensions of approximately 1000 nm × 100 nm.
The spatial extent of the honeycomb was 100 µm × 100 µm, and 12 injection pads of width
8 µm were terminated on the edge of the honeycomb square (three injection pads on each side).
Magnetic force microscopy (MFM) was carried out with a Digital Instruments 3100 series
model at room temperature. The system was fitted with a custom-made electromagnet, which
allowed a field to be applied in the range of 100 mT in the plane of the sample. MFM tips
used in this study were standard MESP tips supplied by Veeco which had a coercivity of
approximately 60 mT. MFM studies were performed at remanence in order to demonstrate the
creation and movement of monopole defects in the absence of a field. Further high-resolution
MFM measurements were carried out on both ice-rule states and monopole defect states in order
to understand the local micromagnetic structure. Micromagnetic simulations were carried out
with the object orientated micro-magnetic framework (OOMMF)2 [8] on a 10 × 10 honeycomb
array. The OOMMF software solves the Landau–Lifshitz equation at each point on a rectangular
mesh:


dM
dM
= −γ (M × Heff ) + α M ×
,
dt
dt
where Heff = −∇ M E and E is the free energy which includes terms for the Zeeman,
demagnetization, exchange and the anisotropy energies. A cell size of 5 nm was used to
construct the mesh, and the magnetization was allowed to relax, in the absence of an applied
magnetic field in order to find a minimum energy configuration. The magnetocrystalline
anisotropy of cobalt was assumed to be zero, the exchange stiffness was taken to be
1.3 × 10−11 J m−1 , and the saturation magnetization of Co was assumed to be 1400 emu cm−3 .
In order to study the switching a field of 100 mT was applied along the x- direction.
3. Micromagnetic structure of ice-rule obeying states

Before studying the detailed reversal mechanisms leading to monopole defect formation, it
is important to precondition the sample, and understand the micromagnetic structure of the
standard ice rules at remanence. Figure 1(a) shows an MFM image which has been obtained
after saturating the sample in the negative x-direction. An ordering of alternating positive and
2

The OOMMF code is available at http://math.nist.gov/oommf.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1. (a) MFM image of the honeycomb array after application of a

saturating field in the negative field direction (−x). (b) Simulations carried out
with the OOMMF package after a similar field was applied. Red and blue colour
contrast corresponds to positive and negative Div(M), respectively.
negative magnetic charge, Q = ±q, is observed on vertices. The equal intensity of the spots in
the image indicates that only ice-rule obeying states are observed. Micromagnetic simulations
after the application of the same field are shown in figure 1(b). In this image the red and
blue contrast corresponds to positive and negative magnetic charge density, ρ M = ∇ · M, the
source of which is a finite divergence of M at the vertices. It is well known that MFM measures
d2 Hz /dz 2 , which has high values in these images due to stray fields emanating from the finite
magnetic charge at vertices. Hence, a qualitative comparison can be made between the contrast
in the simulations and the contrast in the MFM images, as has been shown previously [9].
The application of the large negative field leads all of the individual bars to switch so that
they have a component along the field direction, as shown in figure 1(b). The magnetic charge
New Journal of Physics 13 (2011) 063032 (http://www.njp.org/)
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2. (a) High resolution MFM image of an ice-rule state. (b) The
corresponding magnetization distribution and Div(M) contrast determined by
simulations.

density in the simulation matches that of the MFM and also indicates a long-range ordering
throughout the lattice. No monopole defects are seen in this state, either in the simulations or
in the MFM images. Figures 2(a) and (b) show a high-resolution image of an ice-rule state and
the corresponding micromagnetic simulation, respectively. The ice-rule state consists of a state
where the magnetization gradually rotates out from the horizontal bar to a 60◦ angle within the
plane. This leads to a maximum in magnetic charge density at the three corners of the vertex
and hence strong MFM contrast. There is excellent agreement between simulations and MFM
contrast.
4. Creation and movement of monopole defects

Our methodology for creating monopole defects on the lattice is to saturate the sample in
one direction, as described in section 3, and then drive the structure through a partial reversal
process. A field of approximately 100 mT was applied along the positive x-direction. The field
was then reduced and decreased to negative fields in small increments of 0.6 mT). A MFM
image was taken at remanence after the application of the field. Figure 3 shows a series of MFM
images taken at incrementing field values. At approximately −48.8 mT, the first monopole
defects (bright features) start appearing at some of the vertices, as shown in figure 3(b). The
monopole defects have a phase intensity of approximately three times that of the standard icerule, indicating a magnetic charge of Q = 3q but no local magnetic dipole moment (M = 0). As
the field increases (figures 3(c)–(l)), the monopole defects hop to adjacent sites, with positive
monopole defects hopping to the right, and negative to the left. The conserved quantities
carrying magnetic charge in this case are transverse domain walls carrying ±2q as they hop
through the charge ordered background of ±q, shown in figure 1. Careful examination of
figure 3 [10] shows that monopole defects are not created in a single-step process. Instead,
we typically observe the switching of a single diagonal bar first, followed by the switching of
the connected horizontal bar as is demonstrated schematically in figures 4(a)–(c).
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(k)
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Figure 3. (a–i) The movement of magnetic monopole defects through the

honeycomb lattice. Yellow and red circles highlight the movement of positive
and negative monopole defects, respectively. Positive monopoles defects are seen
to move to the right and negative monopole defects are seen to move to the left.
(j–l) Expanded view of the two-stage process creating the (circled) monopole
defect in images (a–c).
5. Simulations of monopole defect creation

The experimental data shown in section 4 indicates that the creation and movement of monopole
defects is mediated through the nucleation and movement of transverse domain walls through
New Journal of Physics 13 (2011) 063032 (http://www.njp.org/)
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Figure 4. Two possible ways to create a monopole defect. In process A (a–c),

a domain wall nucleates along a single diagonal bar, and then propagates down
the attached horizontal bar, creating a +3q monopole defect state. In process B,
(d–f) two domain walls are created on diagonal bars and propagate up towards
the vertex area, creating a +3q monopole defect state.
the lattice. In order to understand initial domain wall nucleation processes in more detail, a
micromagnetic simulation (see method for details) was carried out on a perfectly ordered array.
The array was first saturated in the positive field direction, leading to each vertex in the entire
array being in an ice-rule state, as shown in figure 1(b). The field was subsequently reduced to
zero and increased in the negative field direction. The simulation indicates that magnetic reversal
occurs first at the boundary, and figure 5 shows the nucleation and movement of domain walls at
the boundary. As the field in the negative x-direction increases, the torque −(M × Heff ) is largest
upon the diagonal bars. The demagnetization energy keeps the magnetic moments pointing
along the bars, but as the Zeeman energy increases the magnetization cants away from the bar
direction and at a threshold field head-to-head transverse domain walls nucleate at the vertex
boundary. The transverse domain walls propagate through the bars, as shown in figures 5(b) and
(c), until they reach the edge of the vertex where they are pinned. A similar process occurs
for creation of negative monopole defects (three out states). In this case tail-to-tail domain
walls are created at the opposite boundary. Hence, in a perfectly ordered array, monopole
defects of opposite sign are most prominent at opposite edges of the lattice early on in the
magnetic reversal process and are created by a two-domain wall process shown schematically
in figures 4(d)–(f).
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(a)

(c)

H

(b)

(d)

Figure 5. Micromagnetic switching, which leads to the formation of monopole

defects on the boundary of the lattice. (a) 40 mT: torque on diagonal bars leads
to M canting away from local easy axis. (b–d) 50–52 mT: head-to-head domain
walls are created at the boundaries and propagate down the diagonal bars. They
are eventually pinned at the vertex area.
6. Controlled monopole defect creation and the role of disorder

The creation and motion of domain walls within the array is well described by their magnetic
coulomb interactions with the global field and local magnetic charges within the array. Thus the
creation of a head to head (+2q) domain wall requires a +q vertex to become a −q vertex and
the global nucleation field must be sufficient to overcome the local Coulomb attraction between
the +2q wall and the −q vertex. If all vertices are exactly equivalent then that nucleation field
will be exactly enough to overcome the Coulomb repulsion at a neighboring +q vertex, creating
a transient +3q vertex and then driving the wall onward through the array and returning the
transient +3 to the +1 state. As the nucleation field is also exactly sufficient to drive the wall
away from other identical oppositely charged vertices, nucleation immediately results in long
cascades to the array boundaries [11]. The formation of stable +3q or −3q monopole defects
requires that this equivalence be broken. There are two mechanisms by which this can occur,
quenched disorder or magnetic Coulomb blockade [12]. In the cobalt arrays studied here the
exact magnetic charge distribution at the vertices appears very sensitive to small variations
New Journal of Physics 13 (2011) 063032 (http://www.njp.org/)
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in the material (quenched disorder), such as width, thickness and roughness, and so there is
a substantial variation in nucleation and depinning field between vertices. This dramatically
reduces the average cascade length and provides a mechanism to form monopole defects in a
one-domain wall process (figure 4, process A).
The micromagnetic modeling shown above indicates a tendency for monopole defects to be
created at the boundaries of the lattice where there is a discontinuity in the magnetostatic energy
landscape. The simulations show that a monopole defect creation event is dependent upon two
domain walls being situated on diagonals leading to the same vertex (process B in figure 4). In
a perfectly ordered array, and in our simulations, the domain walls are created at approximately
the same nucleation field as expected. In a real array, imperfections in processing can lead to
a distribution in bar coercivities, which means it is likely that a domain wall will nucleate in
one diagonal bar before the other, and become pinned at a vertex. The pinning potential of a
single domain wall at a vertex has a narrow field window [13], and the detailed energy profile
is dependent upon the chirality of the domain wall with respect to the local magnetization
direction. A small field increment is likely to de-pin the domain wall from the vertex, and
move it along the horizontal bar. It should be noted that arrays fabricated with magnetically
soft materials, with low intrinsic magneto crystalline anisotropy such as Ni81 Fe19 appear to
have a much smaller distribution of bar coercivities, and in this case we do not observe the
single domain wall process A, monopole defects formation occurs only via the simulated twodomain wall process [12] shown schematically in figures 4(a)–(c) and in figure 5. Disorder in
our cobalt samples shows that it is possible to engineer specific vertices to support monopole
defects. However, in this particular material system it is difficult to visualize how one may
controllably form monopole defects at any given vertex in the array. This is an important issue
if devices based on magnetic charge are to be realized. Domain wall injection via soft pads at the
boundary offers a potential solution. The pads will lead to reproducible injection of a domain
wall at a threshold field such that the domain-walls are created at the same time on the boundary
diagonals leading to monopole defect formation. In order to investigate the use of magnetic
injection pads for controlled monopole defect creation, a study was carried out whereby the
sample was taken through the full hysteresis cycle several times, and an image was taken near
the boundary of an array, close to injection pads, at each field point for each cycle. Figures 6(a)
and (b) show images at the same field point from different hysteresis cycles. In both images,
one can see a column of monopole defects (red circles) on the same lattice sites adjacent to
the magnetic injection pad, whereas monopole defects found elsewhere in the lattice are unique
to that particular field cycle (blue circles). Although simulations of a perfect array suggest that
monopole defects are always created at the boundary, the experiments and data shown in figure 6
suggest that the role of disorder becomes important in real samples. The above experiment
suggests that there are at least two factors that need to be taken into consideration when trying
to control monopole defect formation on a given site. Both relate to disorder. Quenched disorder
resulting from imperfections in the lithography can lead to a distribution of bar coercivities.
The creation of monopole defects is caused by domain wall motion through vertices with two
possible exits, and there is no systematic differentiation across the array of the possible paths.
Thus, predictability in monopole defect position decreases as one gets deeper into the array. The
disorder created by these two phenomena may be addressed by better control of lithography and
processing, and by using small bias fields (with Hy component) to steer domain walls in the
wanted direction. Ultimately, this may lead to a device where the injection and movement of
magnetic charge may be controlled with a high degree of precision.
New Journal of Physics 13 (2011) 063032 (http://www.njp.org/)
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(a)

P

P

Figure 6. MFM images of honeycomb array boundary, taken at the same field

point, for different field cycles. Monopole defects circled in red are reproducible
on different field cycles, and those circled in blue are unique to each field cycle.
The injection pad is marked ‘P’ and is located in the bottom right-hand side of
the images.
In conclusion, the movement of monopole defects has been directly observed in an artificial
spin-ice honeycomb material. The conserved magnetic charge carriers are transverse domain
walls with magnetic charge ±2q, and their flow in field through a charged lattice leads to
positive and negative monopole defects with magnetic charge ±3q. Simulations suggest that
monopole defects are created via a two-domain wall process in a perfectly ordered array and
monopole defects of opposite sign are found on opposite sides of the array early in the reversal
process. The two-domain wall process is not observed to be the primary monopole defect
formation mechanism in Co samples. This is due to quenched disorder in the lattice manifesting
as a distribution of bar coercivities. A preliminary study shows that the use of magnetic injection
pads can lead to reproducible monopole defect formation on the same lattice site. Our study
shows that there is scope for controlled monopole defect formation and capture. Further work
is needed to see the role of disorder and the extent of reproducibility further into the lattice.
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